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Director 0_fLibrary Services
Annual Rgpo rt
201 0/1 1
we began our 5‘i‘year in the Fleet
Library at R151) with continuing awe at our
beautiful facility, with an increased awareness of
the changing landscape for libraries and with some
permanent and temporary changes to library staff.
We had wonderful events during the course of the
year, anclwere the recipients ofimportant gifts
from incredibly generous clonors_ The Library
Committee entertained lively discussions on the
future of art and design school libraries, and the
librarians and library director were engaged in
campus-wide conversations on the current and
future state of R151)
After five years’ the Library still looks
remarkably new, thanks in large part to the
untiring efforts of our cleaning and maintenance
staff. A bonus at the beginning of the year was the
repair of our iconic 4-faced library clock, which had
lost much ofits functionality and required all new
workings It is great to have it on the correct time
again’ not just for two short moments a clay_
At the beginning of the fiscal year, we
were fortunate to be able to replace all of the
library computers purchased at the time the library
opened in 2006: fifty-six staffand public
computers, including those in the faculty lab. At
the end ofthe year, the library fileserver, a
turnkey system with Innovative Interfaces, was
replaced, and the wireless capacity for all ofthe
library spaces was augmented or installed for the

for The Chronicle ofl-Iigher Education and The
Chronicle 0fPhilanthr0pywas made available to all
ofRISD. A software program called Goldrush was
acquired for managing electronic and printjournal
subscriptions, and a major effort ofidentifying all
edourndis W35 11I1deft31<en and advertisedLibGl1ide$ (iibr?1rY researen guides) were
tieVei°Peti rer e nttrnber ntnew areas Ortne
etirriciiitirnr 35 Weii as t°Pieei areas and Miisetiin
publications. Cataloging records were created for
all of the digital reference books available through
Qllr $‘~1b$¢riPn°n5t° CREDO and Oxford Rffefence
Online. Although the library does not yet acquire

e'b°°k5» Our digital Presenee increied

drenietieeiil’ this YearAt the same time, the printed collection is
still seen as our mainstay. As away to emphasize
its irnP°rteneei end as 3 tliiiet Protest during
Netinnei Library Week in APrii: Rererenee
Librarian Eiien Perre-its 5Peeriieeded 3 dramatic
‘3ii5PieY in re5P°n5e tn the question‘ HOW can You
demonstrate what we aren't able to buy due to
budget cuts? Installed on the seating pavilion for a
week, 500 Books: a measure ofabsence answered
that question in a visually compelling way, and
may have been instrumental in the reinstatement
°r$2O»000 to the b°°i< budget rdr 2011/12-

first time.

Trending toward digital .
Completing wireless access throughout
the library was just one example of the trend
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The statistical report for in-house circulation
appears to contradict this statement, however it is
known that those statistics were under-counted for

the comprehensive BergFashi0n Librdry Online.
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Gifts help ll in the gaps... ..

Events connect us with the community... .

Although our purchasing power was still
modest, the print collection got a significant boost
this year through gifts. A record 11,000 items,
primarily books, were donated this year, 10% of
which were selected for retention by the end of
]une. More than halfofthe books came from the
Estate of Nina Abrams, the widow of publisher
Harry N. Abrams. The work of reviewing and
selecting books for the library is ongoing, yet
already a number of extraordinarily important and
valuable works have been added to Special
Collections. The expectation is that the large
number of duplicates and out-of-scope books will
be sold and the funds used to set up an endowed
fund in the name of the Abrams Family.
Other important gifts include 348
miniature books from Annejencks, ongoing
donations from Tim Finn and Brian Goldberg, a
number ofartists'books outlined in the Special
Collections report and Todd andAnn Hampson’s
gift of books fr om the collection of Dr.]ohn
Waller and his wife, Anne Davidson.
The library, of course, is more than books,
periodicals, and digital resources. The Material
Resource Center continued to grow for a second
year, and was the recipient ofalarge display
system from a faculty member as well as display
stands and sample materials from the company
Inventables. Most of the additions to this
collection this year came as donations from various

In addition to regular tours led by
students for the Admissions Office, the library
hosted nearly 500 people in other tours and
events. The first evening event of the year was a
reception in mid-October for graduate students as
part of their RISD orientation. The fall semester
ended with a performance piece by grad students
Beth Weaver and Ben Kennedy; called Silence and
the Smoking Gun, the piece includedlighting,
sound, movement, and text and explored “the idea
of the infinite versus the indefinite." Undergraduate students held two events during Wintersession: A Myers-Briggs mixer and a play, The
Shape of Things, by Neil LaBute, performed by the
RISD Theater Club.
The seating pavilion proved to be an
excellent stage for afashion shoot in March for the
Apparel Design department as students showed
offtheir creations of21“-century cocktail dresses,
made in conjunction with the Cocktail Culture
exhibit at the RI SD Museum. The photograph was
used on the announcement for the opening
reception and a large blow up was featured during
the exhibit.
BIG NAZO puppets and the TIK TOK
band took over the library on the evening ofApril
30 for a lively and fun performance of ghosts,
music, and otherworldly goings on. The 75
audience members will not soon forget the
librarian on rollerblades gliding around the space,
nor the dancing monsters taller than the
circulation pavilion.
The year ended with the library again
hosting the dinner for the honorary degree
recipients and trustees on the eve of
commencement. And at the end of the month, we
celebrated our Sm anniversary with the architects
Nader Tehrani and Dan Gallagher and
construction manager Matt Dempsey as well as
RISD members of the Design Review Committee,
library staff, and RISD faculty and administration.

companies.

A whole new collecting area opened up
with the gift of two architectural models from the
Guggenheim Museum. LeCorbusier’s Villa Stein
and Terragni’s Casa del Fascio were set up in the
Picture Collection, and hopefully will be just the
beginning ofa new teaching collection in the
library.
We not only were given gifts, the library
also made a significant donation ofwithdrawn
volumes, including a number ofliterary reference
sets, to the University of Ghana through a
program organized by a faculty member at
Providence College.

Stafng
Mark Pompelia began in July as the
Visual Resources Librarian, overseeing notjust
traditional image collections but also the

expanding RISD Digital Image Database (RDID)
and the developing Material Resource Center.
Due to the changes in the nature of the work in the
Visual Resource Center, staffjob descriptions
were revised and updatedjames Austin and
Katherine Scanga, graduate students in library and

information studies at URI, internedin the VRC
in the spring; Katherine also worked with the
reference staff. Audra Potter was a volunteer at the
circulation desk.
Readers’ Services Librarian, Claudia
Covert was on sabbatical leave for the year; Marc
Calhoun, Gail Geisser, Ellen Petraits, Ellie
Nacheman, and Carol Terry all took on extra
duties to help cover her responsibilities. Archivist
Andrew Martinez was on sabbatical for the first six
months of the year; Doug Doe filled in for his
absence. Reference Librarian Ellen Petraits was
promoted to Librarian III.

Professional Development
The librarians, including those on
sabbatical leave, met with consultant Maureen
Sullivan in November and again in_]anuary and

February to discuss professional concerns,
changes in the profession, ways to work together
more collaboratively and communicate more
effectively. One result of these sessions was a
joint meeting ofthe librarians and the Library
Committee for a discussion on the future of art and
design school libraries.
Monthly library staff meetings included
guest speakers from other parts of the campus
including Human Resources, Continuing
Education and Public Safety. A field trip to the
Nature Lab provided the opportunity to hear from
the new director Neil Overstrom.
Librarians participatedin conferences of
the American Library Association, the Art
Libraries Society ofNorth America in
Minneapolis, College Book Art Association at
Indiana University, the Innovative Users Group
meeting in San Francisco, and the Society of
American Archivists in Washington D. C.
Librarians and staff members also attended
meetings, workshops and conferences at RISD,
Bryant, Brown, Holy Cross, and the University of

Maine. Details ofstaff activities appear in the
reports that follow.
Library Director Carol Terry served on
campus committees, including the Academic
Council and the Strategic Planning Core Group,
and she chaired the Library Committee. She
continued to serve as liaison to Architecture,
Landscape Architecture and the Apparel Design
departments. She was ajudge for Library]0urnal's
New Landmark Libraries competition and served
as a critic for end-of-year reviews at the University
ofMichigan Architecture School where she
participatedin the symposium, Woodward Avenue
and the 21“ century Library. Through ARLIS/NA,
Carol mentored art librarians Heather Gendron
(University of North Carolina) and Laura Hastert
(Corcoran College ofArt + Design). In addition
to the ARLIS/NA conference and the ARLIS/NE
meeting, she attended a NERCOMP workshop on
the future of academiclibraries and the NERCOMP annual meeting. She continued to serve on
the AICAD Librarians Steering Committee,
managing shared databases for the group. She is
president of the Consortium of Rhode Island
Academic and Research Libraries, on the Library
Board ofRhode Island, and the Buildings &
Grounds Committee of the Providence
Athenaeum. She exhibited photographs in the
RISD Staff show and the library staff exhibit.

Goals for 20 l l /12
The focus for the year ahead will be to
develop action steps in support of the campus
strategic plan, and to continue to promote the
library's services and collections, particularly the
role of the librarians as “knowledge navigators.”
We will continue to develop the Material
Resource Center as well as the library’s digital
presence. Fundraising for the library will be
important; disposition of the books from the Nina
Abrams Estate should result in a new endowed
fund. A significant focus will be on outreach and
support for research.

Carol S. Terry
Director of Library Services
September 2011
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Overview
In our second year Qfreduced hours, we
continue to experience steady usage ofthe
collections with only minor uctuations in
numbers. Our weeks are full, especially in the
months of October/November and March/April
when most ofthe classes schedule visits. In
between classes and individual appointments, we
spent the rest of our time maintaining our Special
Collections Blog
http: //risdspecial.worClpress.com, continuing with
digitization projects, creating new Online Library
Research Guides

http://risd.libguides.com/indexphp, offering
tours of Special Collections to outside groups, and
mounting full exhibitions.

Facilities and Equipment
Water leakage issues seem to have been
resolved, as we had no incidents this pastyear,
despite awetwinter. As more of the Gorham
Design Library volumes were processed and
added to the collection, we continued to optimize
our shelving space by shifting materials in the
Oversize, Flat Folio and Large Folio stack ranges,
leaving us modest room for future growth. All staff
and reading room computers were replaced At the
end of the fiscal year, wiring was put in place and
“wireless” capabilities installed in the reading
room, staffworkspaces and stack areas. This will
enable us to take a laptop into the stacks to search
the catalog and confirm call numbers while
looking for materials.
Class Presentations and Collection Usage
This year the total niunber ofinstruction
classes was slightly lower than the all time high of
the previous year but actually the same as for 2008O9. Although the number ofstudents in attendance
was also correspondingly lower, in our busiest
months we were quite full. Unlike the previous
trend ofslightly more classes scheduled for special
collections materials, the balance of classes shifted
in favor of artists’ books. Individual research
appointments and consultations typically tend to
focus on artists’ books and this year we had the
highest number ever at 116. We had 6 new

requests for classes in the departments of History
of Art ar1dVisual Culture, Photography,
Printmaking, and Painting. There were 6 classes
scheduled for 1“ and 2“dyear graduate students and
another 7 classes of mixed grad and undergrad
students. Six graduate students with teaching

appointments scheduled classes as well.
Ofthe 19 sections ofArt History 102
Classes this year, Seven sections scheduled the
Optional Class visit to View relevant Special
Collections materials. Ofthese seven sections, 2
classes (4 sections) were requested by new
instructors. One new instructor reported that
several ofher students based their final papers on
materials they had seen in Special Collections and
she was very pleased with the experience overall.
We extended our hours in Special
Collections to accommodate one evening
Continuing Education class on “The Pochoir
Print” because ofinterest in this printmaking
technique and the library's exhibit featuring
pochoir prints from our collection. We also
provided an evening session for the Summit
Avenue School ofArt featuring materials on
ii] aponisme-” A presentation of artists’ books was
given to participants in the Watts Program in the
History and Culture ofthe Book, organizedby the
John Carter Brown Library, as part ofaweekend
letterpress workshop involving RISD and Brown
students, with guest instructor Steve Miller from
the Book Arts program at the University of
Alabama at Tuscaloosa. We scheduled class visits
With non-RISD institutions s11Ch as UMassachusetts Dartmouth and Providence
College, as well as classes from the East Bay Met
School and Moses Brown School.
For the second year in a row, students in
Maryjane Begin and Nick]ainschigg's "Electric
Book” Course came to explore the pop-up
collection. Two bookbindin g demonstrations
were given to Illustration students in Oren
Sherman’s classes.

Olltreeh and Tollrs
We decided not to make buttons this year
for Freshman Orientation but provided tours to 22
groups of freshmen showing highlights of the
collection to 440 students in one afternoon. We

needto reconsider making buttons again as
students who received them in past years have
returned to ask for more. The Special Collections
Blog continues to provide information about
specific resources, new acquisitions, exhibitions,
and events and we have receivedvery positive
feedback from both RISD and non-RISD
followers.
We increased our number ofpublished
Online Library Research Guides (LibGuides) to
12 and contributed to the Art History 102 guides
and 3 others created by Readers’ Services. We
recently created a guide to the library’s Artist Book
Collection at RISD to provide better access to the
various types of arl1'sts’books by content,
materials, process, structure, and press. This is
proving to be auseful resource for students and
faculty so that they can have a sense ofwhat is in
the collection before they request an appointment
or come to see the books.

We provided in-depth tours of Special
Collections to graduate students from the GSLIS
programs at both the University of Rhode Island
and Simmons College in Boston. We also hosted
tours andpresentations of artists’books and
special collections materials to a group ofA.C.E.
Fellows (American Council on Education) and
members of the Manuscript Society attending an
annual conference in Providence. In conjunction
with the exhibition on the Gorham Design Library
collection, we hosted atour of the exhibit for
Gallery Night. We continue to have outside
researchers from all over the U.S. and the U.K.
study our collections andwe were able to provide
important indexing information about one of our
serials titles for a UK design periodical database.

Acquisitions and Collections
SelectedAdditions to Special Collections:
Le jardinier Fleuriste et Historiographe, ou la
culture universelle desfleurs, arbres/ Louis Liger,
1748; Papermaking in Seventeenth Century England
/ Peter and Donna Thomas, 1990; William
Bougereau/ Damien Bartoli with Frederick Ross, 2
volumes, 2010; The Andy Warhol Catalogue
Raisonné/ Edited by Georg Frei and Neil Printz, 3
volumes, 2002-; 16 Paintings of California/
Christopher Benson, 2001 [Z010]; A Studio Visit

with Anthony Terenzi0/ Introduction by
Christopher Benson, 201 1.
Additions to the Artist Book collection:
12 O'Clo ck News/_]udith Rothchild; Lecons de
Livre pour Calyban/ Marc McMurray; Languages of
the Land/ Holly Ewald; River D/]ill Timm;
Miniature LeafBooks and Gipsy Caravan/ Peter
and Donna Thomas; Sensitive and Vegetable Souls
and Twenty Short Poems by Zo0logists/ Sara Press;
Nettles and Burrs/ Tatiana Ginsberg; Noun/Yuka
Petz; Space Between and Swagger/ Lara
Henderson; Postage Due Forever Stamps/ David
Thomas; It Wasn't Little Rock/ Clarissa Sligh;
EUR/ Mario Santoro; Light Verse Magazine Vol.
1/ Angela Lorenz; Linen Series 29 CitizensArmy/
Combat Paper Project.
Visiting book artists this year included:
Sara Press; Holly Ewald; Peter and Donna
Thomas, who stoppedby on their cross-country
tour in their Gypsy Wagon; Angela Lorenz;
Martin Rogers; Lara Henderson; Mario Santoro;
Amy Borezo; and Steve Miller. For the first time
we invited Bill and Vicky Stewart 0fVamp and
Tramp Booksellers to display alarge selection of
artists’ books in our reading room for students,
faculty, and library staff to preview.
We continue to do conservation work on
selected titles from the Gorham Design Library
collection and nearly all ofthe Gorham materials
have been processed and integrated into the
collection. In preparation for the Gorham exhibit
and while inventorying alarge collection of
portfolios andboxes filled withloose plates and
other ephemera, we found a number ofbeautiful
drawings of silver pieces in pencil on tracing
paper. Tiny sketches in pencil in the margins or
on top of images in a good number of books, as
well as the discovery of multiple copies of selected
titles and scrapbooks provide insight into the
working habits of the Gorham designers. Word of
our collection is spreading and a recent researcher
from the Metropolitan Museum ofArt, interested
in other design library collections came to study
these materials. More work was done processing
the Ruth Laxson collection ofarchival materials
and a collection record for the newly added
Stearns, Beede,]encks Collection ofMiniature
Books was created

Digitization
Progress on digitizing images from the
artist book collection continues steadily and over
400 images were added to the RISD Digital Image
Database (RDID). The process was simplified for
adding metadata to the records and workows are
improving. At present these digital images of
artists'books in our collection are available to the
RISD community only.

Exhibitions and Loans
The following exhibits were mounted in
the library:

Pull, Turn, Pop: afeast ofmovable books.
July 2 — September 24, 2010. Curatedby Laurie
Whitehill Chong. A selection ofbooks mainly
from the Stanley Moss Collection ofP0p-Up
Books. Poster designed by RISD student Elizabeth
St.

designed by Ariel Bordeaux, Susan Gifford, and
Marc Calhoun.

Paper — Indispensable Substrate. April 22 — July
8, 2011. Curated by Laurie Whitehill Chong. A
selection ofbooks, paper specimens, tools and
fibers explaining how paper is made andthe range
ofhistorical papers from both European and Asian
traditions. Specimens and paper moulds loaned by
Graphic Design professorjan Baker and by Elias
Roustom of the Walter Feldman Book Arts studio
at Brown University. Poster designed by Laurie
Whitehill Chong.
On loan from the RISD library collections: Flair
magazine from the 1950’s for the RI SD Museum of

Art exhibition Cocktail Culture: Ritual and
Invention in American Fashion, 1 920-1 980.

April

15

—

july 31, 2011.

Clair.

Donations

All that is chaste and beautiful...An Exhibition
ofMaterials from the Gorham Design Library
Collection. October 1 — December 17, 2010.
Curatedby Laurie Whitehill Chong. Books,
scrapbooks, photographs, sketches, and ephemera
used by the Gorham silver designers in the 19th

and 20th centuries. Digital image of Gorham
drawings in the RISD Musetun collection were
displayed. Posters designed by Ariel Bordeaux.

P0choir:Art ofthe Stencil. january 11 — April 8,
201 1. Curated by Laurie Whitehill Chong. Over 75
prints from our large collection ofArt Deco
French design portfolios featuring hand-stenciled
illustrations offashion, interior architecture,
theater and dance, as well as decorative patterns
for textiles andwallpaper. Rare French stencil
brushes were loaned by Photography faculty
member Anna Strickland. CE instructor Amanda
Lebel also loaned two of her pochoir prints and a
print from one ofher students in the Pochoir class
she teaches each fall semester. Poster designedby
Ariel Bordeaux.

21"Annual Library Sta_ffArtExhibit. April

18

29, 2011. Curated by Ariel Bordeaux and Susan

Gifford. Our ongoing annual tradition of
exhibiting works ofart by library staff. Poster

—

Donations ofbooks and materials to
Special Collections include: Tihuanaca, the
Cradle ofAmerican Man/Arthur Posnansky,
volumes II-IV (1957), Culturas Precolombinas:
Huari/ (1984), Das Todtenfeld von Ancon in Peru/
Wilhelm Wreiss and A. Stiibel, 13 volumes (18801887) from RISD faculty Ned Dwyer; Mikhail
Karasik: Catalogue Raisonné 1987-201 0/
Stommels & Lemmens (2010) from Mikhail
Karasik; Addenda Catalogue ofSterling Silver
Ware l908-1909/ Gorham Manufacturing Co.
from George 8: Patty Sargent; Ho Chi Minh/ C.
David Thomas, Sandy's Newport/ Ilse Nesbitt,
from RISD facultyjan Baker; 382 miniature books
(1650-1970’s) from the collection ofAnne Jencks;
several important 20th century livres d’artistes
from the Bequest of Nina Abrams.
Donations of books and materials to the
Artist Book Collection include: 10 British artists’
books from publisher Martin Rogers, Director of
RGAP (Research Group for Artists’ Publications);
Fire + Iron/ Bill Burke (2002) from the artist;
Hand, Voice, ea’ Vision: Artists'Booksfrom
Women's Studio Workshop/ Edited by Kathy
Walkup (2010) from Ann Kalmbach and Tatana
Kellner; How Books Work/]ulie Chen and
Clifton Meador (2010) fromjulie Chen; Mars/
Daniel Kelm (2005) from Ann Grasso; The

Exchange/ Margaret E. Mahan & Combat Paper
(2010) from Margaret Mahan; Into the Catacombs
/ Kevin Matott (2007) from Drew Matott;
Printers, Printmakers, 6’ Typographers ofthe
World... Meet P0lymer!/ printed by Dan Wood’s
Letterpress class (Fall 2010) from RISD faculty
Dan Wood; IListen to the Snow Shr0udingMe
Forever (2010) and Euthanasia in KitF0rm (2011)
/ Christine Kermaire from the artist; Ingredients/
Ruth Laxson (1980) from the artist; Mappa Mandi
and Wetatonmi Angela Lorenz (1987), Quality of
L1fe/ Lenke Rothman from RISD facultyjan
Baker; Lost '11 ]eal0us/ Lila Ash (201 1) from the
artist.

Staff
Special Collections AssistantAriel
Bordeaux completed several large projects this
year including the full inventory of Special
Collections, major shifting ofthe collections, and
the photographing and inputting ofpreliminary
metadata for the digitizing of artists’ books. She
created 3 posts for our Special Collections Blog
and worked on inputting data on our new Library
Research Guide “Artist Book Collection at RISD
Along with Susan Gifford, Ariel curated the “21S‘
Annual Library Staff Art Exhibit” and designed
posters for 3 of our exhibits and another for the

RISD Women’s Focus Week.

Ariel has begun an MFA program at the
Center for Cartoon Studies in White River
Junction, VT. She attended the New England
Comic Arts in the Classroom conference and also
took a two-day writing workshop with comic artist
Lynda Barry. Ariel served again on the Women's
Focus Week Committee, whose theme this year
was “Body Image”.
Special Collections Librarian Laurie
Whitehill Chong prepared and installed four of the
library’s five exhibitions. Three of our exhibits
included specimens, small objects and digital
displays in addition to the books. For the Gorharn
exhibit, Laurie gave a guided tour during a Gallery
Night in November.
Injuly Laurie attended the two-week
Paper and Book Intensive, held at the University
of Maine-Machias where she took classes in
letterpress, bookbinding, and intaglio. She
attended many of the sessions for the Watts

Program in the History and Culture of the Book
and helped to organize the session involving
letterpress printer and book arts instructor Steve
Miller. Laurie served again on the Board for the
College Book Art Association and as an editorial
board member ofits Publications Committee. She
attended the bi-annual CBAA Conference at
Indiana University in Bloomington where she
presented “Librarians and Pedagogy”.
Serving as Library Liaison to the Graphic
Design, Illustration and Textiles departments,
Laurie regularly communicatedwith faculty
regarding new resources, events, databases, and
services. She gave a special demonstration to
Illustration faculty on the library's image
databases. She and two other librarians were
invited to critique student projects for Nancy
Skolos' Graphic Design Senior Studio based on the
theme, “library festival”. She attended final crits
for two classes in the Illustration department as
well. Laurie served as a Secondary Thesis Advisor
for_]essica Greenfield, a second year grad student
in Graphic Design and attended her final critique.
Because of our limited hours in Special
Collections, we have made an extra effort to
facilitate access by using digital technologies to
provide as much informaon about our collections
as possible. The Special Collections Blog and the
Library Research Guides have often been the
links that draw researchers both within and outside
of RISD to our materials. Our exhibitions also
provide an important form ofeducational outreach
and the digital images of artists’books provide
additional access points to this collection.
Awareness of our important resources is growing
and the resulting activity in our Reading Room is
heartening.Although the Special Collections
Librarian will be on sabbatical in the coming year,
plans are in place to insure that interest in our
collections continues and services are adequately
maintainedin her absence.

Laurie Whitehill Chong
Special Collections Librarian/ Artists Book Curator
]11I16 Z011

From the Circulation Pavilion 2010/ 1 1
The academic year began with Readers’
Services Librarian Claudia Covert going on ayearlong sabbatical. In spite ofthe department being
short one staffmember, the department ran
smoothly.
Circulation was down this year from
80,252 to 76,952. This includes initial check outs
and renewals. One possible reason for the lower
number is the new media policy. Previously, the
check out period for students was 3 days / $5.00 a
day fines; this was changed to 7days/$2.00 a day
fines. The circulation for media went from 9,058 to
7,579 partly as a result of the new policy.
Three major projects were completed this
year. In the summer of 2010, Mark Sweeney,
Stephen McCaughey, and]ohn Gambino
completed the inventory of all books on the main
oor. Mark continued to check the shelves during
the year for those books missing in the inventory.
As a result, the current list of“missing" books is
down to 145_ During the fall and Spring
semesters, books that should not be returned in
the book drop were identified, labeled and their
records updatedby Stephen, with help fromjohn.

Another completed project was]ohn’s identification ofVHS tapes in Media in Reserve that
haven't circulated. These were then movedto
storage and the location changedin the catalog,
creating much needed space for new media. john
workedin collaboration withVisual Resources
Librarian Mark Pompelia on this project. The way
we notify non-RISD patrons of bills was modified:
Stephen and/orjohn will call before the paper
invoice is sent, which has resulted in books being
returned in a more timely fashion.
While we have offered midnight hours in
previous years, we were not able to offer them in
December due to lack of staffing. We were able to
offer midnight hours in May. We opened for four
nights thanks to Stephen McCaughey, who
changed his hours. We had 120 people use the
library between 11pm & midnight, an average of
30 people per night.
Stephen shifted the periodical stacks to
make room for additional bound periodicals. He
participatedin online training for Goldrush and
EBSCO, then reviewed and updated the periodical

titles in the catalog. Stephen noticed that many
titles did not have functioning links. He contacted
EBSCO, and working with them and individual
publishers, set up institutional accounts. Some
accounts involved obtaining customer numbers,
passwords, activation codes and IP addresses,
becoming the library's administrator. Because of
this, Stephen was nominated for the Staff
Recognition's Cost Savings + Efficiency Award
Mark maintains the year—round book sale
cart after suggesting that the library follow the
Providence Athenaeum model. He unpacked the
first installment of 200 boxes of the Abrams gift.
Mark 41150 H59-iStS the CirCL11&ti0n manager with
interlibrary loan. Mark became a first-time dad in
Mi11'Ch-

john continues as liaison with the faculty
about reserves. He worked with Mark P. on
pulling VHS tapes and will work this year on
converting those tapes that cannot be purchased as
DVDS.

This year the circulation manager
handled the room reservations while the Reader's
Services Librarian was on leave. She mentored
URI Library studentAudra Potter for the spring
semester, and implemented the way the
circulation department notifies non-RISD patrons
on upcoming replacement bills. Gail continues to
be

HCUVE

in the

R1513 Staff ReC0gI1iti0I1

Committee and represented the committee at the
RISD Benefit Fair. She also continues to be cochair ofthe Access Services Interest Group of
ACRUNEC, and held tW0 C°I1f9TeI1C9$ this Past
year. In October, she volunteered at the library’s
book sale, giving her the opportunity to see and
meet alumni and faculty. Gail attended two RISD
Learns sessions

Gail Geisser
Circulation Manager
August 2011

Reference 8: Instruction

2010/ 201 1

Noteworthy. The language and order of the forms
was updated and revised to improve ease ofuse for
patrons._]ohn Gambino was asked to help collect
ILL online data requests and convert them back to
printed forms for Gail Geisser to process. Mark
Sweeney is trained as backup when Gail andjohn

Reference Questions Form
The shared online reference form
evolved substantially over the course of the year.
The original categories were expanded to collect
more specific data to be used as a narrative of
evidence to describe and record reference work
being done throughout the library. Several
questions were added to the form: there was a
question added to identify RISD affiliation which
records the different student populations, the
number and types of faculty (RISD, Brown, Other)
and the independent researchers we serve.
The question type evolved fmm having to
select “short answer" or “in-depth” to multiple
choice checkboxes to more fully reect the nature
ofreference interactions. While this may reduce
the tetal number of queries Qolleeted on the fgrm
(1,947 responses for the year), the data collected
more accurately records the reference scenarios
that take place. The reference interview often
consists ofa cluster of different types of questions

E-Journals and Goldrush, our new E-Joumals
IIldeX
A Suhsefiptidh to Goldfllshi the E"
]0urI1&lS iI1deXW8S Started in August 2010- The
RISD periodical titl€S Sl1l)SCI'iptiOI1 liSt W35 loaded
iI1t0 G01dfu$hiI1 time f0! the academicyear t0
begin Over the C0ufSe Ofthe Yeiu, Stafthve
learned h0W t0 uSe G01dfuSh and are in 8 g00d
P0$iti0I1 t0 nish adding RISD Speeil Pefiudieels

involving technology such as network, software or

t0 the
iI1d€X. Tl1iS t8Sl(l13.S t0 l')€ dOI'1€
manually. There are approximately 430 print titles

- ggme di1'e¢ti()[1a_l’ejthe[ open 01' clgsed, ggme

are away from the

library. Since january 2011,

17

article requests and 87 book requests have been
made using the online forms. Since the forms are
shared, all circulation and reference staffcan
access the form in the event that apatron inquires
about the status of a request. The shared form
permits review and follow-up action by librarians
when requests cannot be filled

equipment issues, some tangential leading to
referrals outside the RISD Library system.
Reference teaching prompts were added

t0 he added manually-

to the form for the benefit ofstudent assistants and
library staffwho will be filling out the form when a
hhrerien isn't present to Suggest followup

Museum Ohleet Research Guide
The RISD Museum exhihiueh

RISD Museum Exhibition Catalogs Index 8:
Catalogs

the question is N0’ the form prompts the Staff

indexwas converted to a Google document and
made publicly available in May 2011. The indexis
linkedfrom the online library research guide

person to ask follow-up questions or give
additional solutions/referrals to finding the
information needed These alternatives include
Search Brown, Athenaenrn’ cheek the pnhhe

ehuued RISD Museum Object Research Guide
(risd-hhguiues-Com/museumohled) and as 3
Google Spreeusheeh Katherine Seahga» URI Us
candidate added new entries and reviewed the

library, interlibrary loan, and referral to another
library staffperson.

ehure Ihdexfer eeeureq and Consistency as Part of
her Professional Field Experience in Reference
this summer.

e]ternetiVeS_ For example, when the response to

Interlibrary Loan (ILL)
The ILL forms on the intranet were not

Bihh°grePhie Ihstruethm Summel'Y=

functioning for the duration of the fall semester.
Ellen converted the forms to onlin e, public
Google forms rnjanuary 20111-hey are linked

48 total classes total (40 undergraduate, 8 graduate)

from the library website at:
library.risd.edu/interlibrary.html as well as linked
on the library homepage under New 2?

5

llblary toms

l5 classes taught by Marc Calhoun
33 classes taught by Ellen Petlalts

Break down of library instruction by year in
program:

foundation studies English 101
4 — sessions for 2 sections of foundation studies
2-D (2 embedded librarians - individual
instruction/support for an extended project
assignment - instructor]. Maloney)
9

—

19

—

Art History 102

sophomore level major (2 apparel, architecture,
interior architecture, painting)
1 — junior/senior level seminar (liberal arts)
1 — junior level major (painting)
1_ senior level major (glass)
5 _ 15‘ year graduate level Courses (2 interior
architecture, textiles’ tlad, graphic design)
5

—

2*“ year graduate level Courses
theses wgfkghgpg)
3_

(d-4-mj

2W3

Art History 102
There were nineteen Art History 102
classes taught in the spring semester by Marc
Calhoun and Ellen Petraits. The Art History 102
Online Library Research Guide and assignment
were updated.
Book covers were removed from the
Reference source lists creating a clean display of
titles which fit within a single screen eliminating
the need to scroll down. The guide received 7,129
views this year making it the most viewed guide to
date. Several innovations were made with the AH
102 library classes this year. The Reference
librarians and Special Collections librarian
organized the instruction schedule via a shared
Google spreadsheet. The spreadsheet included
instructor contact information, room numbers,
dates and times of assignment introductions and
class sessions. Marc and Ellen set the teaching
schedule together to offer some choices for
teaching subject strengths and to consolidate the
research subject preparation for sessions offered
twice. Ifa session was offered twice, one librarian
covered both sessions - a new practice adopted this
year. Also new, Ellen was involved in
determining her own teaching schedule which
required her to come in early to teach several of
the

AH

102 library classes.

Graduate Instruction and Individual Research

Appointments
In total, 21 graduate library classes were
taught throughout the library this academic year.
This number includes 13 classes that met in
Special Collections and the two Writing Center
Wintersession Theses workshops devoted to

research in art and design. This year 29 individual
graduate research appointments were made with a

librarian.

New student Library Ofietatills
Ellen organized and oversaw the new
student Library Orientations where 440 students
toured the library on Sunday, September 12, 2010.
The division of Graduate Studies hosted a
reception for graduate students held in the library,
7-9pm on Friday October 15th, 2010. 50 people
attended Patti Phillips, Carol Terry, and Ellen
Petraits each spoke briey. Refreshments were
served.

Libguides
The Library’s Libguides subscription was
re-named and branded RISD Online Library
Research Guides to create a descriptive, common
name for the source and to move away from using
the Libguides brand name. The Online Library
Research Guides homepage was customized to
include the library’s mission sentence and a
description of the guides and who creates them.
The rotating librarian photo profile feature was
removed to optimize the graphic real estate of the
home page. Librarian portrait profiles were added

to show on the pages for the departmentwith
which each liaison. Subject categories were
expanded beyond degree majors to include
headings such as Archives, Images, Materials,
Science, Special Collections, Sustainability,
Thesis, and Writing Resources. The Featured
Guides list was changedfrequently to reflect
library classes being taught, new library
exhibitions, and guides to timely topics such as
RISD Museum Object Research and the AH 102
Library Assignment. A permanent link to the
Online Library Research Guides was added to the
library home page under New Q5‘ Noteworthy.
Eleven new Library Research Guides were
created this year:

Sabbatical Summary
Artist Book Collection at RISD
Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals
Ceramics Resource Guide

Furniture Design
Iewelry + Metalsmithing
Materials & Materiality
New Student Library Orientation - Top IO
Pochoir: Art ofthe Stencil
Seminar: Refugees, Migrants. & Displaced People
Science Resources
Sustainability and design

Professional development
Ellen Petraits, Research 8: Instruction
Librarian, attended the HELIN conference at
Bryant and the Art Libraries Society ofNorth
America (ARLIS/NA) conference in
Minneapolis. She participatedin the following
webinars on database searching throughout the
year: Credo, Goldrush, and the Blended LibrarianReference Services. Ellen was co-presenter in the
ARLIS NA Education Subcormnittee sponsored
webinar, "Reaching Visual Arts Students in the
Classroom and Beyond" where she spoke about her
approach to teaching research skills to visual
learners. She supervised the Professional Field
Experience for URI MLIS candidate Katherine
Scanga duringjune 201 1.

Ellen serves on the Association of
College and Research Libraries Image Resources
Interest Group's Visual Literacy Standards
Advisory Board. Injanuary 2011 she integrated
visual literacy standards into RISD Library's Find
Images online tutorial used in the 19 sections of
Art History 102 Library Research classes taught in
the spring. Ellen participatedin the 2011 RISD
Faculty Biennial,

Ellen Petraits
Research & Instruction Librarian
August 2011
'
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Claudia’s sabbatical goals were to do a selfeducational fellowship year researching how
institutions have combined resources oftheir
libraries and information technology
departments; specifically how these combined
resources work in a classroom setting -

instructional technologies.
Through interviews and research, Claudia
learned that many education and instructional
technology projects have been implemented
through responsive actions. However, the
technology that best stands the test of time is
technology implemented through careful planning
and documentation. Furthermore, structures need
to be in place to gather responses from users,
general public, and internal and external trends.
To this end Claudia has created alife cycle for
technology and she has also created aworking
document for technology implementation in a
library 8I1VirOnm€ntTechnology projects work well in
collaborative environments. Therefore, there is a
need to look across campus and outside campus to
find partners to work with. With this in mind, the
library should rethink traditional library services
to create a future library. Starting informal
meetings with potential partners on a regular basis
may be away to gather feedback and brainstorm
ideas. What would happen when everyone is in the
same room?

Claudia served as the Association of
College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Arts
Section Chair. She also worked with Beata Liu, a
RISD alumnus and Art teacher at St. Paul School in
Cranston, to develop and participate in a visiting
artist program at the school, where she taught Pre
School through 8‘h grade students how to make
basic book structures and how to develop content.
The program was entitled “Z00 kids + 2 days = 200
books”.
Claudia's research on dazzle camouage
continue d. She was interviewed about dazzle
camouflage for an article than ran in the Military
Times and USA Today.

Claudia Covert
Readers’ Services Librarian
September 201 I

Archives

2010/ll

I

Examples ofGraphic Design student

work (1982-2009) from Professor Emeritus

During the first half ofthe year (]uly—December
2010), Archivist Andrew Martinez was on
sabbatical leave and Associate Archivist Douglas
Doe was solely responsible for administering the
Archives
Research Use

ofthe Collections

II§ry_SZ(t:€f E';3é(4a;51O€§aphic

role

S’

Design Degree

_

I

RISD Research Foundauon records
(19952008)
I Documentation of the Apparel
Design department’s 2010 Collection show
I Ceramics MFA Degree Projects
(1986-Z006)

The Archives staffanswered 162 reference
requests during the year, representing 213 hours
ofresearch time using the collections. Familiar
topics were coveredincluding Museum ofArt
exhibitiolnlsnlitl purchasles ofworks oflafrt, alqademic

mes’ e t andwe ness researc on e
Pioneer Fund grant, trustee policies andvotes,
faculty meeting and committee policies,and
alumni genealogy. Visual materials, including
photographs and architectural drawings, were
provided for presentations, campus construction
and repair projects, exhibitions, research, and
publication
PO

_

_

,

_

_

_

u

RISD Staff Council records (2996,

2009)

I
I

Trustees Records (2004_200o)
Film, Animatlonlvldeo degree
projects (2OlO_20ll)

I

2010)

President’s Office Records (1993-

I Design Diplomas including a cookie
(1974) and pocket knife (2010)
(200-2006)
StudentAffairS
‘I
Committee minutes from Academic
Affairs (2009-2010)
I Institutional Research and Planning

The Archives hosted at least 160 researchers as
well as several class groups using the collections.
What follows is a statistical break down of the
different userltypes who used the collections

records (l985_2OO7)

‘°‘“°te1Y ‘“‘d‘“ Pe“°“'

Fine Arts Division (2006-2010)
I Publications files from Media +
Partners (2007-2008)
I Curatorial records from the Nature

Reference Requests

College Staff
Museum Staff
Faculty
Students

Alumni
NOTPRISD

Registered Researchers

73 (45%)

013 (08%)

(09%)

002 (01%)

(09%)
05 (04%)
O9 (06%)
45 (23%)

008 (05%)
104 (65%)

15
15

Brown

004 (02%)
O24 (15%)
006 (04%)

I

lllustratlon Department records

(2Oo5_20o8)

I

Strategic Planning materials from the

Lab (1994-200s)

I

Journals kept by Deborah Bright
documenting her time as Department Head of
Photography and Interim Dean ofFine Arts
(2007-201 1).

scanning requests. Most ofthese requests were for
digitized copies of architectural drawings from
students and members of the Facilities

Material related to the faculty’s vote of no
confidence in the administration was gathered as it
was cl-catcd, in an attornpt to best document anld
chain of cvcnts
Donors ofrnatorlals to the Archives this

DePartment-

past year include Ray Cary, Heather MacDonald,

Records Accessloned

Erika Paleck, and Elena Pascarella. William
Whelan once again generously donated funds to
the Archives for docnrnontnry projects

In addition; the Archives Processed more than 40

The Archives accessioned 51 groups of records
totaling 66.75 linear feet of material and 81.9 MB
of data. Noteworthy accessions include:

Rhode Island Archival and Manuscript
Collections Online Project (RIAMCO)
The RIAMCO project’ ledby Brown University
df d dby agran tfr om the National
an un e
dose
for the Humanities
Endo
i

August 31, 2010. Ten Rhode Islandinstitutions
took part in the project and five more institutions
have recently joined Associate Archivist Douglas
Doe served on RIAMCO’s Executive Committee
and the Best Practices Committee.
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and the Ephemeral” event at Brown University
and used the opportunity to advocate for the
necessary inclusion ofarchivists in discussions
regarding art, art theory and criticism, and archives
in contemporary culture. Andy continued to serve
on the Instruction Comrnittee andits Academic
Policies subcommittee
i

Doug attended the Society ofAmerican Archivists’
“Style Sheets for EAD" two-day training workshop
as part of the RIAMCO project as well as two
sessions at Brown University, one a SAA webinar,
for EAC-CPF (Encoded Archival Context-
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Washington, Doug visited the Archives of
American Art to review oral histories by Gordon
Washburn, Museum of Art Director, 1942-1949,

The Archives contributed materials for two
exhibitions. Graduate theses were loaned for “To
Write this Work: The RISD MaSter,S Thesis»

and Eieiiiioi Sayre’ Assistant to the Education
Director’ i942'i945’ and the Papers oiwiiiiaiii M‘
Ivins,_]r., a colleague of Roberta F’. Alford,

(Anne West’ Curator) held at the Sol Kofer
Gallery, September 12-26. Catalogues andimages
were loaned to the Providence Athenaeum for
“The Rhode Is1andArt Association + the Ecology

Education Director iiiiiciiiiciiiig Director’ i945’
i952‘ He ioiiowediip his ieseiiiciiby visiting the
HaivaidAit Museums Archives to review the
correspondence of Paul]. Sachs, who was a teacher

of Culture in Pre-Civil War RI ii September 1-23
i
(Nancy Austin Curator)

iiiidmenioi to nine Museum OfAii empioyees

finding aids for the Museum Directors'records,
the Museum,s Prints Drawing and Photographs
’

’

De artment andAcademicAffairs The
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RIAMCO projectmethods allowthe Archives to
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streamline the des crip
d
N T bl)
roan now using Oxygen We
ote a
continue to use FileMal<er Pro to create box-folder
lists for lengthy collections.
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Andrew Martinez worked on writing a revised set
of records management guidelines and
developing abasic plan for the management of
RISD’s electronic records. He presented his
historic tour of the RISD cam us for RISD b
Design weekend andfor an aliumna at the reifjuest
Oflnstitutional Engagement‘Andy
presentation on his sabbatical research to the
Library staff that focused on artists’ records in
Archives and how archives are represented by
some contemporary artists and critics. Andy
attended a training session, “Encoded Archival
Description for Rhode Island Archival and
Manuscripts Collections Online,” at Salve Regina
University as well as a workshop, “Activating the
Archives,” at thejohn Nicholas Brown Center for
the Humanities. He also attendedthe “Archives

"

.

.

.

.

during the 1940s and 1950s including Directors
Washburn and] ohn Maxon.
Doug served on the Staff Council and was

ieeiecied to ii new iviiiyyeai term‘ He ied iiie
i:E1ii::?10é:i0:fum11iiiitdia;:iidSt:ii,f3C;iitfhiteeiiiig
ee

ii

Ameiidmeiiis aiidBy-iaws Committee‘ iie was a
member ofthe Honorary Degree Committee.

Andrew Martinez
Archivist
August 2011

Technical Services 2010/
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The past year was very consistent with
in terms ofstaffing and
was
however
a drop in total
statistics. There
number ofbooks cataloged and processed
compared with last year's statistics due to
completing the call number reclassifying ofbooks
the previous fiscal year

in storage that still had the old numeric RISD
Library call numbers. That project was completed
midway through the previous fiscal year.
The number ofpurchased titles increased
slightly, rising by over 200 titles to a total of 2593.
Despite the continued reduction in the library
book budget the total cataloging numbers remain
high The library continues to receive and process
alarge number ofgifts. Usual gift sources as the
RISD Museum and alumnus Tim Finn continue to
supply the library with excellent material, RISD
faculty member Brian Goldberg sent another gift
of mostly recently published books primarily on
contemporary art and design. A large collection of
graphic design books from designer Daisy Rosner
were donated to the library and have just begun to
be cataloged The largest gift received this past
year by far, over 6000 volumes, is abequest from
Nina Abrams. The cataloging ofthis collection has
just recently commenced; presently we have
added approximately 150 titles. Some exceptional
titles from this collection have already been added
to Special Collections. The majority ofthis gift
however will not be retained
The number of original cataloging
records we contributed to the OCLC Worldcat
database increased from 216 to 368 records largely
due to Catalog/Reference Librarian Ellie
Nacheman’s cataloging of RISD theses and the
Technical Services Librarian Robert Garzillo’s
cataloging of books and periodicals from the
Gorharn Manufacturing Company’s Design
Library collection. The cataloging of the Gotham
Design Library collection is now largely complete
and presently numbers 891 titles in our catalog,
The books and periodicals from this collection are
primarily locatedin our Special Collections witha
small percentage of more recently published titles
in the circulating collection, Robert spent a great
deal of time working in tandem with the Special
Collections Librarian Laurie Whitehill Chong to

complete the cataloging and processing ofthis
important addition to our special collections.
During the fall semester Robert worked
with EHP Student Amanda Harding, via email to
add sixty EHP books to our catalog. The titles were
chiey from the architecture section except for
about ten titles that were more recent additions to
the EHP Library from director Ezio Genovese.
Beginning during WinterSeSSion and
laSting through]une, Robert began cataloging
RISD Museum Department of Prints, Drawings,
and Photographs musemn collection book objects.
The Se books have ranged from the 15th to the 20‘h
centuries. Holdings are being added to the
Worldcat database and catalog records added into
the Library catalog with a newly created location
“RISD Museum Collection”. This project is
approximately two-thirds of the way towards
completion with a total of 241 titles presently in
the library’s catalog and highlighted in a new

featured li$tRobert Worked with Reference Librarian
Ellen Petraits to set up access to Credo reference
titleS and to the Goldrush periodical index and fullteXt Service-

Robert continues to serve as the subject
liaison to the Glass,]ewelry and Printmaking
Departments. He also serves as the library liaison
to the RI SD OIT Department, Innovative
Interfaces (III) and OCLC. Robert assisted with
the installation of the Library’s new III server in
]une. Shortly after the new server was installed
Robert loaded the current III software release.
Robert continues to serve as treasurer of the RISD
Full-time Faculty Association. He also began
service to the College as amember of the
Wintersession Committee which also requires
meeting as part of the Instruction Committee.
Robert attended a Lyrasis meeting
“Technical Services Efficiencies Now andln the
Future” held at the College of Holy Cross. He
attended the annual HELIN Conference at Bryant
University in_]anuary. In April he attended the
New England Library ASSociation Technical
Services Librarian conference “Z020 Vision: A
New Decade for Technical Services” also held at
Holy Cross. He attended the Innovative User’s
Group annual conference heldin San Francisco.

Elinor Nacheman, Catalog/Reference
Librarian continues to catalog the bulk of RISD
Master Degree theses andvisual media titles, as
well as gift books. Ellie took one of the RISD
Learns classes, “Google Applications.” She
attended the ARLIS/NA annual conference in
Minneapolis last March and the ARLIS/NE spring
meeting last May in Cambridge. Ellie continues to
serve as the ARLIS/NA Art and Design School
Division news editor. Ellie exhibited ceramic
pieces in both the RISD Faculty Biennial as well as
the RISD Library staff exhibition.
Marc Calhoun, Senior Technical Services
Assistant in Cataloging had a busy and challenging
year in both technical and public services
departments. Marc assisted Reference Librarian
Ellen Petraits in presenting bibliographic
instruction classes during both the fall and spring
semesters. Marc took on this added responsibility
to assist the Readers’ Service department while
Claudia Covert was on a one year sabbatical. Marc
served as a mentor for two Simmons College
Special Libraries Association Student Chapter
members who visited the library as part ofthe
“Day On the ]ob Program." Marc was primarily
responsible for cataloging the gift books received
from Tim Finn and Brian Goldberg. Marc was also
largely responsible for cataloging the recent
ninety book addition to the Museum Print Room
reference collection.
Susan Gifford, Technical Services
Assistant in Cataloging was responsible for
processing all of the Gorham Design Library
materials, many ofwhich are in fragile condition
and needed extra care. Susan was an especially
important mentor to her two library assistant
students who graduated this year. Susan, along with
Ariel Bordeaux, Special Collections Assistant, was
responsible for installing the Library staff art
exhibition. Susan continues to serve the library as
a backup to the Circulation desk.
Elaine Robinson continuedto serve the
library as our Acquisitions Assistant. Elaine
managed the gifts information on an Excel file on
the Library’s shared network drive.

Robert Garzillo
Technical Services Librarian
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Visual Resources 2010/ l l
The 2010-11 year has been aperiod of

solidification as well as exploration in the Visual
Resources Department of the Fleet Library at
RISD. Existing activities and services gained
further traction and became increasingly routine
while new areas were explored and implemented.
This is to be expectedwith the hire ofa new
librarian who, while largely familiar with existing
operations and practices, would occasionally have a
different interpretation than his predecessor.
Among the noteworthy aCCOInplishments
and initiatives; collection growth and grant
proposals for staffing and physical renovation of
the Material Resource Center; targeted
developmentin the DVD collection; reconfigured
hours in the Picture Collection and stabilized

simplifiedworkflow in the Digital
Image Library; expanded use of social media with
the creation ofa Facebook page for the Fleet
Library that incorporates all other social media
(blogs and Twitter) as well as database feeds; and
updatedjob descriptions for VR staff (Digital
Imaging and Cataloging Specialist and Visual
Resources Center Assistant).
usage statistics;

DVD Collection
Acquisitions in the DVD collection
totaled 240 titles, a number resulting from the
fulfillment of all faculty requests, revisiting and
acquiring most titles from a legacy desiderata list,
and collection development (documentaries and
entertainment titles) in gay andlesbian interests
in conjunction with alarger GLBTQ_campus
awareness campaign.
The VHS replacement project began with
a three-pronged approach: 1) move low-circulation
tapes to Media Storage, 2) move high-circulation

Material Resource Center
The MRC pursued four grants and a
partnership during the year covered by this report
Davis FOL1I1dati0I1f0r twoyear staffing and
database development (unsuccessful); Booth
Ferris Foundation for two-year staffing and
database development (unsuccessful); IMLS
Grant for two-year staffing and database
development (pending); and Champlin
Foundation for space renovation (pending).
The MRC has begun a partnership with
Harvard University’s Graduate School ofDesign
with the goal to create a data environment for
materials that is shareable and serves as amodel
f0f materials C0lleCti0r1s at largeThe MRC was the recipient ofseveral
notable donations: a 100-item Innovation Center
from Inventables, Inc valued at $70,000; several
lJOXes Ofmaterials f1'0m the Nature Lab; and a
mlllti-panel Vertical display unit for hanging
samples (this donation from Interior Architecture
Professor Robert Luchetti was physically installed
and now holds most ofthe MRC’s textile samples).
[Note: In order to create space, the lantern slides
Were moved into rOOm Z18 in Special

Collections]
Regarding collection development, the
MRC canvassed materials literature, blog
websites, and other materials collections to
actively acquire material samples in order to build
a Critical mass ofinterest, spark inquiry, and
encourage conversations with other interested
faculty on campus. Acquisitions through these
Outlets resllltedin a 35% inerease t0 the base
collection as it existed at the beginning ofthe year
Current collection totals:

metals

tapes to Media Storage after replacement with

glass

DVD version, and 3) research legalities and

wood
composites

technical specifications for digital conversion of
RISD Media Reserves tapes.
The Fleet Library at RISD was the
recipient of the 300-vide otape archive from the
DeCordova Sculpture Museum in the Boston area,
which will be targeted for digital conversion.

2009-2010

2010-2011

51

125

11

39
1022

705
11

436

tiling

1690

1332

textiles
Paint
plastics
Total

1246

1649

463

463

87
4275

176
5792

The MRC established circulation policies
and a fee structure that mimics both the Nature Lab
and Picture Collection to create parity with those
and reduce idiosyncrasy.
The MRC partnered with an Interior
Architecture professor Mary Anne Agresti to
conduct a class assignment that involved the
creation ofa data template and the addition of 125+
fully cataloged materials.
The MRC circulated 275 materials to 64
patrons.

The MRC heldaCoffee and
Conversation with department technicians to
orient them to the MRC and to seek input in terms
of acquisitions, futLu'e events, and greater
awareness ofmaterials and processes across
campus.

The MRC began to reach out to area sales
representative who will be invited in the future to
present materials to a RISD audience,
demonstrating their products and instructing
students on how to successfully engage the
marketplace and industry.
The MRC installed avertical hanging
rack and display unit; set up a New Arrivals table at
the front of the collection to garner interest from
passers-by; was re-organized to reect current
acquisitions; and signage created to communicate
circulation policies as well as the organization by
these broad categories.

Picture Collection
Reconfigured service hours without a
break between daytime and evening hours
provided greater continuity and more even
staffing. Although a slight reduction to 50 hours
per week from the previous year of 52, itselfa
reduction from 62 before that, every metric proved
to be nearly the same as the previous year:
°
Number of clippings borrowed: 39,050
previous, 38,527 current
' Number offolders checked out: 7,862
previous, 7,643 current
Number of patrons who checked out materials:
°
2,030 previous, 2,088 current
Number ofvisitors who used the collection
but did not check out anything: 3,967 previous,
3,956 current

'

Slide and Digital Image Collections
As expected, slide circulation numbers
continued to fall: 10,177 in 2008-2009, 5,084 in
2009-2010, and now 3,639 for 2010-2011.
The shift from analog to digital
collections has prompted a reallocation of space
currently occupied by the slide collection. The
decision was made to weed the collection of slides
that had never circulated and slides that had been
digitized To that end, 264 drawers were weeded to
a total of 12,080 slides being withdrawn from the
collection.
Digital image cataloging in IRIS: 3,741
images from 103 orders requestedby 32 faculty.
The Image Resource Information System
(IRIS) saw several improvements: image
thumbnails had been imported into each image
record, bogging down the system tremendously by
creating slow performance and more than a half
hour ofdaily backups that rendered the system
unusable, in addition to being extra work by VR
staff. The system was purged of these ingested
thumbnails and instead, a script was created that
builds a reference to any given file that populates
the record only when viewed, improving database
performance dramatically.
The digital workflow was revised midyear due to a shift to flatbed scanning using
uncompressedlossless TIFF as the master file
format, away from the digital camera and its RAW
file format, saving considerable time and
substantial server space.All 13,000 digital files
were reprocessed into TIFFs, gaining years’
worth ofserver space. The method of digital
capture from a camera attached to a copystand to an
oversized atbed scanner, simplifying image
capture in that it scanned directly to TIFF, was
faster, and involved fewer challenging steps (no
need to manually focus, no image keystoning,
etc). As a result of this simplifiedworkow,
training students on this new mode ofscanning
became an easier process andimproved their
results.
Also with the switch to TIFF assets, the
upload toolkit for RDID could be used to
automatically produce the three JPEG derivatives
that the system uses. Previously this had been a
highly manual process where many human errors
occurred An addedbenefit to the toolkit is the

automatic management ofmissing assets (records
somehow missing their corresponding images),
which was a bigger problem than initially thought.
Additions and modifications to existing
RDID image collections:
°
Faculty Art Gallery (Michael Glazer): 211
total
°
john Hendrix Gothic Cathedral Collection
update (to be sharedwith Roger Williams
University as pilot project for sharing
collections Within MDID system): 202
previous, 639 current
°
Special Collections Artists’ Books: 113
previous, 517 currently
RISD Student Gallery: 90 total
°
RISD Digital Image Library: 9,525 previous,

'

'

13,027 current

Dazzle Print Collection firewall removed and
exposed to open Web

RDID now has 563 registered users,

dramatically cleans up the storage server and helps
to manage a growing number of assets.

Library Image Subscriptions
°

(total: 3,796,360):
Art Museum Image Gallery: 165,000

'

ARTstor: 1,000,000
Berg Fashion Library: 4,430

'
'
°
°

'
°

Library Digitization Activities, with the nmnber
and size oflibrary digital collections:
°

'
'
'

compared to 416 the previous year.

°

The policy ofproviding digital image
as pre-loadedPowerpoint lectures
burnedtoadiscwas changedto one where the
requestor must access desired images via the
RDID system. Perhaps in the beginning this sort
of “hand-holding” was necessary but it is now
more important that patrons be come accustomed to
RDID as the source for digital image content
produced by RI SD. Furthermore, this will expose
them to the Visual Resources Center's growing
collection, as well as material being added to other
RISD collections.

'

requests

Some

RDID data COI1taiI1€d pr0lI>l€matiC

and systemic errors, such as artist names and
requestor names appearing in both natural and
inverted order, requiring these records to be

replaced with clean data. Furthermore, this
technically “clean” data was assured through
validated XML, which eradicated “fatal errors”
when using RDID slideshows, which again, were
more prevalent than first thought.
The folder structure ofmaster TIFF files
was changed on the storage server, from folders
idiosyncratically arranged by the name of the
re questor to simplified folders of one thousand
files (the IRIS database records any semantic
tracking, suchas requestor). This change

Bridgeman Education: 300,000
Britannica Image Quest: 2,000,000
Cinema Image Gallery: 217,000
Oxford Art Online: 5,500
Visual Arts Data Service: 100,000

°

Architecture: 102,30MB for 130 items
Archives: 102,820MB for 331 items
Materials: 5,2l2MB for 165 items
Nature Lab: 85.8MB for 164 items
Reader Services: 13,250MB for 489 items
Special Collections: 41,247MB for 658 items
Visual Resources: 458977.28MB for 13,027
items

Sta'Accomplishments
Visual Resources Librarian Mark
Pompelia visited a eight materials collections
across the country; attended aNERCOMP
copyright workshop; attended a digitizing
videotape workshop; attended awebinar in
streaming video in the library; attended awebinar
in Adobe Creative Suite 5 products; created and
chaired a Materials Special Interest Group for the
Art Libraries Society ofNorth America; provided
instruction on the use of digital images to a RISD
writing course; and conducted a Technology
Competencies survey andpresentation to library
staff.

He coordinated and supervised 1.5 library
science interns from University 0fRhode Island:
james Austin and Katherine Scanga
Visual Resources Technical Assistant
janet Grewer attended an advanced Photoshop
class.

Mark Pompelia
Visual Resources Librarian
September 2011

Library Statistics 20I0/20I

T

06.30.09

RISD Library Collections

Main
Storage

lCircuIating Collection

I

Titles
—

subtotal

Reference
Periodicals

Current titles

06.30.09
Volumes

06.30.l0‘
Titles

06.30. I0
Volumes

94, I06

90,354
298
90,652

98,493
538
99,03 I

93,600
342
93,942

3, I 34

2,440
I,492
347

85,53 I
3,072
88,603

:
:

T

3,630
97,736

2,4 I 2
I

,486
373

Periodical volumes in Special
Artists' books
‘Archives, inc master's theses
‘Special Collections subtotal

2,426
I ,503
355

3,203
5,384

I

Volumes in storage
Special

I

I

6,249

:
:

-7

9,974

—

,376
983
I 2,333
I

I

Titles

5,828

06.30.I I
Volumes
I

0 I ,893

I

60 I
02,494
3, I55
I

6,885

3,228
3,067
I ,426
I,096

I

O6.30.I

I

I

I

,405

I,234

l8,8 I 7

I

3,092

I

7,096

6,894

3,922
2,970
I ,446
I,347
I9,685

0,453

5,986

I

I4,750

I, I 38

I

2,942
I ,505
I,579
20,776

,457

l,466
I4,06 I

I

Auction catalogs (uncat,storage)
Archives

l6,756

:
:

I 6,756
2S9I cu.ft.

I

7,096

I

7, I 84

266I cu.ft.

—
‘Total printed collections
RISD Records in online catalog
jTotaI Records (including Athenaeum)
,SIides

Lantern slides
Clippings
Mounted reproductions
Maps

Postcards
Posters

CD-ROMS
Videos, DVD's, discs in books
‘Sound/music cd's
‘Vinyl LP's (storage)
I6 mm lms (storage)
35mm lms (storage)
Microforms
Samples

Total image/sound collections

:
:
—
—
—

:
:
—

:

7,

I84

I2 I .590

I48,829

I24,769

I5 I .804

I29,I I9

I0,229
I93,790

I33,788
223,l I6

I I3,506
200,403

I37,778
232,I56

I8,473

I43,863

207,I26

24I,43I

72,050
22,050
49 I ,447
l9,59 I
I ,927
I 9,40 I
2,278
I33
3,253

72,050
22,050
49 I ,447
I 9,59 I
I ,927
I 9,40 I
2,278
I96
4,4 I 2
232
206

69,645
22,050
493,540
I 9,635
I ,927
I 9,40 I
2,278
I I3
3,432

69,645
22,050
493,540
I 9,635
I ,927
I 9,40 I
2,278
I I3
4,59 I
240
206

57,565
22,050
493,4 I I
I 9,649
I ,927
I 9,40 I
2,296
I05
3,728

57,565
22,050
493,4 I
I 9,649
I ,927
I 9,40 I
2,296
I05
5,006
248
206

I

I

—

I

2744 cu.ft.
are MB

I3l
206
I89
240

I

I97
I,470
l,855

I6
0
732,9 I 2

0

737,3 I 2

I

I37
206

I

I89

I97
I,470
l,855
4,702

240

I6
4,275
737,084

74I,850

I

l56,653

I

I

I

I47
206
I89
240

I6

I97
I,470
l,855

5,792
726,722

73 I,757

6,37 I

—#of databases (some overlap) #of databases (some overlap)

,

Dictionaries/Encyclopedias/Reference
Digital images (RDID)

I9

I9
4,952

I

I

5

I

5

9,525

l

I

5

I

5

I4,964

I

3.5 million

‘Image databases
E-books

,

1PeriodicalAbstracts/Indexes
‘Full-text journal articles
‘Electronic journals

lElectronic Resources
‘

4 images
0
23,000

5

0

journals
2| indexed
4 6300 journals
4 I I64 titles

:35 paid subscriptions
I5 provided by State

ImiIIion+

2

7 3.8 million

669

I 9,000 journals
I2 indexed
4 5447 journals
2 I I24 titles

27 paid subscriptions
I5 provided by State

772
20,000
journals
I4 indexed
7 8250 journals
2

2

I

I24 titles

32 paid subscriptions

I5 provided by State

Circulation
Books/periodicals

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

62,824

63, I 75

6 I ,269

Nonprint(CD+CD ROMS, 06/07- videos)

l2,9I

Renewals
In-house Circulation
Reserve materials
iBooks (Mac laptops)
Slides
Clippings
Folders requested

2 I .040

I3,36I
I4,522

53,200
5,960
352
32,073
62.379
22,465
l,2 I6

45,242
4,973
637
I 8,983
52,099
9,947
I ,308

n/a
n/a

l,735
I,766
I52

I,605
I .366
I05

n/a
n/a

I07, I 54

Mounted reproductions
Material samples
KIC stand scanning
Retrievals of Limited Access Materials
Special Collections (books + periodicals)
Artists' books
Volumes from storage
Use of electronic resources
Database searches
Full text retrievals
Borrowing outside RISD
Athenaeum material by RISD patrons
Brown material by RISD patrons

Interlibrary loan (loaned/borrowed)
Registered Borrowers
RISD students (degree program)
RISD students (Cont. Ed. , Special Studies)
Faculty/Museum Curators
Faculty Spouse
Staff, docents, trustees

Security gate count
Registered guests
Researchers in RISD Archives
Researchers in Special Collections
Students and visitors in the Picture Collection
RISD students borrowing @Brown
Slide Collection : Faculty
RDID (RISD digital images) registered users
Material Collection borrowers
Reference + Instruction
Reference (subject inquiries)
Archives reference (does not include onsite)
Instruction(Classes/workshops): groups
students
Tours/orientations:
groups
students
Class presentations of Artists‘ Books
Class presentations of Special Collections
students in these presentations
Individual appts re Artists‘ Books/Sp Coll
Digital image training in VRC (mostly faculty)

I,247

2,069
54,098
6,060
I

3,949
479
6,453
40,56 I

35,2l0

n/a

,62 I
n/a

787
22

3,449
774
3,639
38,527
7,643
975
275

c. I 20,000

c. l20,000

I35, I 30

97,74I

l,72I

I,990

I,684

I

,0 I 0

I0, I 77
57,542
I 0,256
I

,647

8, I I4

8|

43,72l

I82,025
54,47I

284,836
52,268

298,323
49,776

n/a
3,255

3,4I2
l,072

3,680
3,507

3,0I8
4,230

2,844
3,950

256/ I 68

509/ I 48

505/ I09

2,053
93

I,780

2,434
I05
330

3|

62
374
0
89
228
62
I 58

I

4

69

I96
I

62
38

inc in Criarl

Ian-jun

I

20 I 0/ I I
55,536
7,579
I 3,063

,432
I33

Alumni
Memberships
Brown Univ. students
Brown Univ. faculty/staff
Non-institutional (CRIARL)
Total registered borrowers

I

2009/ I 0
57,477
9,058
I 3,238
48,285

inc in Criarl

I

I

5 I 3/25

2,376

I97
362

4
I

I6

304
56
236

I

I

82

3I

42
2795

I5
3600

l74,349

l60,796

,646
93

493/2 I 4

I,804
I

I6

393

5

I2
I79
I2
I

inc in Criarl

39
2965

I

I

3
I

I

I

I43

I0
223
8
6

I

3467

28 I 7

l67,385

I63,760
422
I70
500
3,956
678

I76

I50

I50,223
878
I48

536

490

S30

5

272
85

375
64

892
74

4,283
572
43

0
0

O

I9

4I6

0

0

22

27
563
64

2,200

2,068

759

I84

I,670
I95

2,029

I60

I86

I62

48
764
I4

63
I ,26 I

57
I ,083
45
460

75
I ,253

48
830

398

I

690

35

28

I

57
,056
38
38

I

754

I42
I8

3

432

36

39

47

49
I,666
I00
20

47
l,309
I05

I,367

l,360

98

0

I2

87
I8

I

I

56 I
45
38

I,308
I I6
I7

21

Book Acquisitions
New titles purchased
New volumes purchased
Gifts/Exchange items received :Books, Cats., Per.
Gifts/Exchange retained as ofjune 30
Replacements
Total volumes

20 I 0/ I I
2,558
2,596

2007/08
3,067

2008/09
2,89l
2,9 I 5

3,2l5

l,8l5

l,848

3,095
6,563
2,6| 6

2009/ I 0
2,372
2,39l

l,268

I 22
5,448

67

700
I25

5,792

4,350

3,2 I 6

$65,06l
$26,432
$2,472

$7 I ,028
$23,447
$ I ,687

$ I 2,32 I
$0

$7, I 53
$0

$l06,286

$l03,3 I5

$42.57
$46,508
$38, I 65
$ I 0,992
$0

$38. I I
$52,2 I 6
$38,054
$ I I ,834
$0

2006/07
3,389
3,478
5,754

8I

I

Budget
Books

I

l,000
I,082
I53
3,83

I

Operating budget (actual expenses)
Revenue from nes, bills
Booksale income
Restricted funds
Funds from Liberal Arts
subtotal (books)
Average price/book
Electronic resources
Serials (print)
Videotapes/DVDs
Funds from Liberal Arts
Slides + digital images from vendors

$97,609
$36,898
$466
$8,668
$0
$ I 43,64I
$40.9 I
$5 I ,250
$40,070
$ I 2,482
$0

$l09,762

$43,059
$ I 3,234
$224

$86,480
$32,609
$2,855
$9,707
$0
$I 3 I ,65I
$43.05
$66,237
$40,5 I 8
$ I 3,65 I
$0

$6I 3

$l,353

$l,5 I4

$l46

$I5

Total materials expenditures
Other operating expenses
Salary and Benets
Total expenses
Capital budget

$248,056
$I l6,640

$270,930

$253,57l

$l I9,70I

$ I 04,8l0

$205,434
$90,356

$ I ,34I,938
$ I ,706,634
$5,875

$ I ,475,658

$ I ,580,7I 7
$ I ,939,098

$202,097
$86,996
$ I ,469,663
$ I ,758,756
$ I 0,049

5,453
4,085
4,496
I, I 27

7,627

Processing
Volumes processed
New titles cataloged
New volumes cataloged
Gifts cataloged
Serials cataloged (09/l0- inc e-journals)
'Recataloged/reclassied
Volumes withdrawn
Volumes in storage
Bindery: Books/Periodicals
In-house mending
Binders/enclosures (conservation)
BindersNistafoil (new books)

I

Slides accessioned
Slides withdrawn
Digital images scanned
Material samples added

Clippings added
Clippings withdrawn
Posters added
Video titles added (tapes/dvds)
CDs & DVDs cleaned/repaired
Archives/Spec. Coll. Scanning
Archives accessioned
Archives processed (linear feet)

$3 I,395
$2,646
$ I 0,628
$ I ,8 I 3
$ I 56,244
$49.63
$56,8 I 6

$ I ,866,289
$3 I ,687

5, I 95

6,442
I ,673

$9,056

8,49 I
5,027

5,67l
I

,969

$ I ,5I4,8l8
$ I ,8 I 0,608
$ I I 9,625

5,483

7,80 I
3,363
3,472
I ,082

4,2I 5
4,5 I 9
I ,094
20
0
222

I9

33

23

2|

957
255

I, I 85

2,547

25, I 30

3I2

26,603
304/3 I6
237
504

2,820
502
26,942
25 I /296
523
4I7

557

7| 7

567

0

0

O

0

0

0

2 405

I2 080

4,549

I2/22l

I7/249

4:743
4,275
5,752
3,659
0
3/ I 30
204
I 77
5 I/82.6LF

3:74 I
I,5 I 7
5, I 70
5,299

I

0
2,972
0
8,002
3,85 I
20

256/303
I 94

0
0

6.25l
3,689
I

n/a
n/a
75/ I 77LF

I52

I

79/I5

n/a
I 0

I

6|

I

0

6,690

l,834
0

I4/459
406
I

58

LF

79/l65LF

_34

"70

l,257
24,82I
203/304
443
245
566

I

24,974
37/3 I4
48 I
264

6|

I

I8
I8/273
77
I 86
5 I/66.75LF
l8.0

SELECTED DONORS of Books, Periodicals, DVDs & Other Things
Anne jencks
Estate of Nina Abrams
Duncan & Diana johnson
Americas Society
Christine Kermaire
Lila Ash
Ruth Laxson
jan Baker & Mark Kaplan
Susan Lehman
Christina Bertoni
Milton Leitenberg
Estate of Christine Bullard
Krzysztof Lenk
Bill Burke
Robert Lucchetti
julie Chen
Margaret Mahan
Nelson & Stephanie Clayton
Drew Matott
Sophie Danforth
jim O'Brien
DeCordova Museum
Patricia C. Phillips
Ned Dwyer
Keith Reynolds
Tim Finn
RISD Dept. of Architecture
Glenn Gissler
RISD Dept. of History, Philosophy
Brian Goldberg
& the Social Sciences
Wendy Gonick & jeff DiPerna
RISD Museum of Art
Ann Grasso
RISD President’s Ofce
Guggenheim Museum
Martin Rogers
Todd & Ann Hampson
Daisy Rosner
Pamela Harrington
Rudolph
William
Hendrix
john

Henry Horenstein
lnventables, Inc.

L/BRARYSTAFF
Ariel Bordeaux
Anne Butler
Marc Calhoun
Claudia Covert
Douglas Doe
john Gambino

Robert Garzillo
Gail Geisser

Gifford
Grewer
janet
Andrew Martinez
Susan

Stephen McCaughey
Elinor Nacheman
Ellen Petraits
Mark Pompelia
Elaine Robinson
Mark Sweeney

Carol Terry
Alecia Underhill
Laurie Whitehill Chong
Anne Bulin
james Austin
Katharine Scanga
Audra Potter

William Whelan
Laurie Whitehill Chong

Special Collections Assistant
Visual Resource Center Assistant
Sr. Library Assistant, Technical Services
Readers’ Services Librarian (on sabbatical)

Associate Archivist
Sr. Library Assistant/Circulation + Reserves
Technical Services Librarian
Circulation Manager
Technical Assistant, Cataloging
Digital Imaging & Cataloging Specialist
Archivist (sabbatica/july — Dec 20/0)
Circulation Supervisor/Serials
Catalog/Reference Librarian
Reference Librarian
Visual Resources Librarian
Sr. Library Assistant, Acquisitions
Circulation Supervisor/Stacks
Director of Library Services
Supervisor, Picture Collection
Special Collections Librarian
Technical Support (OIT Staff)
Visual Resources intern
Reference and Visual Resources intern

Circulation volunteer
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